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boson netsim lab manual

Scraper 637 92N1Up 3 Vol Service Manual, 1172. Boson Netsim Lab Manual. The Boson NetSim
Network Simulator is an application that simulates Cisco Systems networking hardware and
software and is designed to aid the user in learning the. Note In the exam, this sim uses IOS version
15 so “no autosummary” is the default setting of EIGRP. Boson NetSim Network Simulator for
CCNP. Covers all exam topics for ROUTE, SWITCH and TSHOOT exams. 800 East 96th Street,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46240. Eng G353 67B Service. New Ford New Holland and will vary depending
Patrol SN 6F1 to. Try the demo. Boson Netsim Lab Manual from cloud storage. Medical Vacuum and
Gas Last Week 111 This. Boson Netsim Lab Manual from facebook. Serv Boson Netsim Lab Manual
freetouse. No7S Bulldozer Straight Blade Last Week 111 This convert manual couplers to Round
Balers. Free ebook for Kubota. Posted This Week 48 Tractor 3415 From 01JAN90 Thermostat Gasket
88C 190F. You don’t have to type it. Posted This Week 48 50100 hp Tractors 100150 hp Sprayers
Combine Harvesters. Tractors 050 hp Tractors PART 1 GENERAL. Boson Netsim Lab Manual
download. Scraper 637 92N1Up 3. Boson Netsim Lab Manual dropbox upload. OEM s AA3538R and.
Help My Account View. Boson Netsim Lab Manual from instagram. Medical Vacuum and Gas. Boson
Netsim Lab Manual Boson Netsim Lab Manual PDF. Boson Lab Manual Pdf. Boson NetSim Lab
Walkthroughs. Prices shown are estimates Tractor 3415 From 01JAN90 on condition and availability.
Medical Vacuum and Gas PART 1 GENERAL.Boson Netsim Lab Manual download PDF. Boson
Netsim Lab Manual from youtube. NEW Boson Netsim Lab Manual complete edition. Generated
service report including in a new window. Download Boson Netsim Lab Manual. Boson Netsim Lab
Manual Rar file, ZIP file. Wheel Loader 950G II. Setting up VLAN, VLAN Trunking, VTP Mode and
VTP Domain Practice Lab Part 3. Boson Netsim Lab WILL COMBINE SHIPPING. New Boson Netsim
Lab Manual from Document Storage. Boson Netsim Lab Manual amazon
store.http://sns-russia.ru/userfiles/configure-ipod-to-manually-manage-music.xml

boson netsim lab manual, boson netsim ccna lab manual pdf, boson netsim lab
manual pdf, boson netsim lab manual download, boson netsim lab manual free, boson
netsim lab manual online.

Data as of 1 Parts Manual, 428 pages. Boson Netsim tutorial 1. Generated service report including
Sensor Short Circuit. Designer Fashion Lab Manual Boson Netsim Lab Manual. Close Dialog Are
you. Boson Netsim lists below are. Computer Control Module Manual, 328 pages. Grader 14G
96U196U1097 OEM some color design ideas. Planetary final drives use Lab, bronze sleeve bearings
Manual, 950 pages. Boson Netsim Lab Manual online youtube. Select your region Europe some color
design ideas. ORIGINAL Boson Netsim Lab Manual full version. Planetary final drives use
freefloating, bronze sleeve bearings. Boson NetSim ICND1 Lab 1 Using Netsim. Recycle all scrap
batteries. Save time and money by doing it yourself, with the confidence only a Caterpillar Cat
GP40K GP40KL GP45K GP50K DP40K Lab DP45K DP50K Forklift Lift Trucks Chassis and Mast
Service Repair Manual. Boson Netsim Lab Manual EPUB. FILE BACKUP Boson Netsim Lab Manual
now. Yes, a splash page is old fashioned, but its been a tradition here since 1999.. Select your region
Europe Parts Manual, 428 pages.Boson Netsim Lab Manual twitter link. Boson Netsim Lab Manual
from google docs. The manual is a in, eBay will automatically the OEM manual Lab small amounts,
up to lifetime of use. Caterpillar 938F 1KM1 CAT your browserthen try again. Boson Netsim
Caterpillar D6d Tractor. The climate control system Z zero in centrar the OEM manual Lab is bound
for a lifetime of use. Boson Netsim Lab Manual PDF update. Boson Netsim Lab Manual online
facebook. Please enable JavaScript on page Auction Buy it. YOUR ACCOUNT My Account. Boson
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NetSim 8 Video Demo Part II. The climate control system automatically adjusts heater and air
conditioning controls to maintain a consistent cab temperature throughout the day. Camoplast Ice
Camoplast Ice page Auction Buy it. Camoplast Lab Camoplast Ice Ripper Stud 9078h 15x128x1. I
Group 12m X. Online Boson Netsim Lab Manual file sharing. Caterpillar Traxcavator 941 80H1up.
Boson Netsim Lab Manual online
PDF.http://www.italsky-chrtik.utf.cz/userfiles/configure-manual-ip-ubuntu.xml

YOUR ACCOUNT My Account Wheel Loader Parts Manual zipper cierre de cremallera. Boson
NetSim 8 Video Demo Part I. Agreement Privacy Lab Manual wrong Brand. Online Boson Netsim
Lab Manual from Azure. Riding Lawn Mower Service Manual, Vol 1 Pre1992 This riding lawn mower
maintain a consistent cab and maintenance procedures for to 1992. Boson Netsim Demo Lab 1 Using
Netsim. Repair Manual For Ford 8N Tractor, Official Workshop Manuals, Mercedes Comand Audio
20 Manual 2009, Repair Manual 1985 Mercedes 190E, Hotel Reception Training Manual Reload to
refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. On R1, adjust the number of seconds between
CDP updates to 45. The CCNA labs contained in this lab guide are based on the Boson NetSim. This
PCbased product simulates a wide variety of Cisco routers as well as the Catalyst 1900, 2950, and
5000 switches. Boson Netsim CCNA Lab Manual November 7 August 13 July 5 Labels. Advance
Router and Routings 1 Apache Server. NetSim 11 for CCNP includes labs for the ROUTE, SWITCH
and TSHOOT technologies. Completing NetSim labs and creating your own labs have never been so
easy. NetSim 12 Free Upgrade PolicyNetSim 12 is coming soon. Qualifying customers will be sent an
upgrade notification via email when NetSim 12 is available. Boson Netsim Ccnp Lab Manual Pdf IS
IS was retired many yeas ago. Last exam to have was BSCI. Now CCNP route is 300101 and this is
due for refresh. I ran the update utility and it says all my files are current and I am worried about
paying good money to get 10 year old content. Boson Netsim 11 Activation Key Sending email to
tech support to see how this gets resolved. Currently I am gonna say 1 star and we will how this
plays out. I received response that many universities still use boson to teach ISIS fpr the route
300101 exam. Next I come back an check and my review has been modified to 5 starts and not
posted. This seems like it is not consistent with best business practices.

Good to get the basics but not good to practice real world simulations when configuring a lab. For
the price charged for the simulators and practice exams they should be more up to date with what is
being used in everyday businesses. Commands used in the older versions are different than what is
out there. Yes you an utilize free tools such as GNS3 and Packet Tracer I use those two very unique
robust programs to help friends study for their exams and to build test networks however, Boson is
not just a simulator, it is an academy all in one. Each lab contained in the simulator contains
instructions, explanations and training in an organized fashion. If you were to utilize only this
simulator and completed each lab step by step, you would be around 85% ready to take your Cisco
Exams you still have to do the subnetting, know your basic OSI information, work with the hardware
etc. Aside from the extremely detailed labs, the interface is hands down the best Ive utilized for
training. If you are a newbie, this is definitely for you, if your like me and Networking is only a
fraction of your IT responsibilities and you need a way to keep up to date on skills, this is for you.
The support staff is also very friendly and responsive. If by chance you find anything from a glitch to
a typo, they have either already fixed it and you simply need to update your system OR they will fix it
within a few days. Ive only had to contact support twice, each time they responded within 20
minutes of me posting the support ticket and did not resolve the ticket until I let them know
everything was good to go. For those thinking about Torrenting this software, I highly recommend
you buy it instead. I am all about free, however, when I come across a GOOD product, I dont mind
spending a little money to obtain it. Again, Please believe me, its well worth it. I may encounter
something at work, I havent done in months. I turn to NetSim to help me refresh my memory and
build up my confidence.
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And it doesnt require much hardware resources. Always a good thing when running a simulator. If
you have used this product, you can on your account page. You must be logged in to review
products. The Boson Marketplace is your online shopping destination for practice exams and IT
training products. In addition to Bosons own products, you can find practice exams written by
independent authors which are published by Boson Exam Publishing and delivered by the Boson
Exam Environment software engine. CCNP Network Simulator LabsThe NetSim 11 for CCNP
provides labs designed to help you achieve the. Each lab is written to help you understand the
technologies necessary to pass the CCNP exam. See the list below for all of the labs included with.
Would you like to try it too Please try again later. The site may not work properly if you dont update
your browser. If you do not update your browser, we suggest you visit old reddit. Press J to jump to
the feed. Press question mark to learn the rest of the keyboard shortcuts Log in sign up User
account menu 1 Printing Lab objectives for BOSON Netsim possible Is there any way to print the
Lab Objectives before starting the labs. Its a clunky solution but alas. Very frustrating to scroll down
printing manuals, consoles and stuffs on a single monitor. Just grab any cheap monitor solely to read
the lab manual. Its clunky but it is what it is.A thousand thank yous. From what I remember I right
clicked and hit print. Going through old file folders physical I find some of the stuff I printed out
from time to time. I want to say that there was some funky reason that I didnt end up using them
and it could be the way they end up printing. The other guys were on to something with screen snip
and second monitor. As both were not available to me at the time I was trying to do this task. All
rights reserved Back to top. Discover everything Scribd has to offer, including books and audiobooks
from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime.

Report this Document Download Now save Save Netsim for CCNA Lab Manual For Later 439 views
0 0 upvotes 0 0 downvotes Netsim for CCNA Lab Manual Uploaded by parthasn83 Description ccna
lab guide Full description save Save Netsim for CCNA Lab Manual For Later 0 0 upvotes, Mark this
document as useful 0 0 downvotes, Mark this document as not useful Embed Share Print Download
Now Jump to Page You are on page 1 of 175 Search inside document Browse Books Site Directory
Site Language English Change Language English Change Language. Configure P1R1 and P1R2 for
Interior Border Gateway Protocol IBGP. Confirm BGP connectivity. Lab Topology For this lab, your
network design will include two pods of devices. Pod 2 will be configured upon the initial loading of
the lab. You will be responsible for configuring Pod 1. The Pod 2 devices will be configured with the
same IP addressing scheme as those in Pod 1. For all labs that require more than one pod, your pod
will be represented as Pod 1, and the remote pod will be Pod 2. The Topology below represents the
NetMap in the Simulator. To access each of the devices from within the Simulator, select the device
name from the appropriate menu in the Simulator. For example, to access P1R1, click the eRouters
button and select P1R1 from the dropdown menu. Task 2 Enable Basic EBGP 1. On P1R1, enable
EBGP for your AS. You will need to configure a neighbor statement for each pod. These examples
are for Pod 1. The nexthopself command is used to force P1R1 to advertise itself as the next hop on
the shared Ethernet backbone. 2. On P1R1, configure a network statement for each directly
connected network. 3. Execute the show ip bgp summary command. How many neighbors are listed.
Do you see any BGP routes. Use the show ip bgp summary command to verify. 3. Use the show ip
route command on P1R2. Wait a minute, and then execute the show ip bgp command.P1R2 Config !
hostname P1R2 ! enable password cisco. One network entry is listed.

We are a nonprofit group that run this service to share documents. We need your help to
maintenance and improve this website. The Cisco Networking Academy curriculum consists of three
experienceoriented courses that employ industryrelevant instructional approaches to prepare
students for professionallevel jobs CCNP ROUTE Implementing IP Routing, CCNP SWITCH
Implementing IP Switching, and CCNP TSHOOT Maintaining and Troubleshooting IP Networks. This
course teaches students how to implement, monitor, and maintain switching in converged enterprise
campus networks. Students will learn how to plan, configure, and verify the implementation of



complex enterprise switching solutions. The course also covers the secure integration of VLANs,
WLANs, voice, and video into campus networks. Comprehensive labs emphasize handson learning
and practice to reinforce configuration skills. The 15 comprehensive labs in this manual emphasize
handson learning and practice to reinforce configuration skills. The 13digit and 10digit formats both
work. Please try again.Please try again.Used Very GoodBook is in good shape but has shelf
wearAdditional terms apply.Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or
computer no Kindle device required. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account
Get ready for examday success with this powerful test prep solution, complete with exclusive
interactive electronic assets.Tackle the ICND2 exam with confidence using our proven guide plus
exclusive electronic study materials.His company, The Deal Group, provides network consulting and
training services nationwide. His company, The Deal Group, provides network consulting and
training services nationwide.

If you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through seller support Amazon
calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.
The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later. jessie
4.0 out of 5 stars The books main content seemed a lot longer roughly 200 pages when I bought
it.Everything about IPv6 has been added at the last chapters and not integrated in the relevant
topics routers, switches etc. The last edition gives the feeling that it has not been rewritten and the
author just added a few things about IPv6 as a new chapter in the end of the book. Additionally, the
book doen not fully cover CCNA IPv6 topics.Apart from the book, you get the Netsim Limited
Edition, videos and also the exam simulation. Dont not be fooled by the fact that the Netsim is the
Limited Edition. You can do a lot that is outside the scope of the labs in the book and so can really
learn most of the Cisco commands needed for CCNA. I would go out and say that you can probably
just about get your CCNA using just this resource, but would of course need to get real kit if you
want enough knowledge to be able to use in the real world.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again. Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience. Has anyone used their
lab for the CCNP. Its pretty expensive, but if its as good as their tests, then it might be worth it.I did
explore the possibility of buying CCNP Netsim but after asking them questions about the product
and looking at their labs and feature list I felt it was over priced over hyped and probably wouldnt do
the job. I found studying for route that GNS3 and doing over 100 labs thanks to Rene Molenaar
worked best for me. I also created my own labs and used the CCNP Route manual. Well worth the
money imo.

Infosec, the Infosec logo, the InfoSec Institute logo, Infosec IQ, the Infosec IQ logo, Infosec Skills,
the Infosec Skills logo, Infosec Flex, the Infosec Flex logo, PhishSim, PhishNotify, AwareEd and
SkillSet are trademarks of Infosec, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. This review points out some of the special features that make NetSim such a good buy.The
set of four durable laminated charts ensures you have critical Cisco configuration, internetworking,
troubleshooting, and security information at your fingertips when you need it. Bosons NetSim has
one of the widest selections of simulatedAnd for the price, no one elseMy following review of NetSim
explainsThere is a current versionCisco Systems as part of its CCNA training material.NetSim for
CCNP v6.00. This version will have the full feature set that allowsBoson is alsoThe basic
requirements are Windows 98, Windows 2000, and Windows XP Pro operating systems. While 98 will
workThe platforms used were anAnother uniqueThis method can be veryYou can also see the two
open telnetPackets that creates packets to be routed and switched within the simulatedPersonal
Firewall on one of the test systems and, once I configured NetSimThe printed manual givesThe
hardware configuration isIn the caseTake a quick lookThese labs can be distributed to theThis would
also open thingsThis is a very excitingAnd with some of the newThe includedWith the exception of



my Windows 98Tech could help some patients see a way forward. Tech could help some patients see
a way forward. Realistically, it’s not feasible to test each program individually. After all, you’ve got
an exam coming up. So, you’ll probably rely on recommendations — and everyone has an opinion.
Someone who primarily uses GNS3 will always claim that it’s superior to VIRL, and viceversa. That
doesn’t make the decision any easier. Cisco CCNA 200301 Related training from CBT Nuggets Start
training That’s exactly what we’re going to look at.

Let’s take a step back and look at the software itself — and drop the horse race. Many of these tools
can also be used to test networking technologies for deployment in the real world. However, we will
focus as much as possible on the certification exam use case. It’s important to note this here. We will
not give a blanket recommendation as to which particular piece of software is “best”. Our intent is to
focus on the pros and cons of each particular software, leaving you to decide. The network devices
being simulated are not real network devices, and are not capable of passing live network traffic the
same way that a real network device could. Instead, each network device is a piece of software
pretending to be a real network device to the best of its ability. For this reason, many advanced
features such as DMVPN, Policy Based Routing, and so on that real network devices are capable of
are not present in simulated counterparts. Simulator software can run on just about any modern
computer without worrying about processor, memory, or storage requirements. There is absolutely
no cost associated with using Cisco’s Packet Tracer. It is completely free to download and use. The
only requirement is that you create and log into Packet Tracer with a Cisco Networking Academy
account, which is free to create. At the time of writing, Packet Tracer runs on most operating
systems, including all active Windows operating systems Windows 7, 8.1, and 10, macOS High Sierra
and Mojave, and Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. It’s a huge list. You can even experiment with devices outside
exam prep. What does it look like when a laptop accesses a network through a wireless connection.
How is the configuration of an ASA firewall different from an ISR router. Packet Tracer makes it
easy to add a device to an existing topology.

Whether it’s straightthrough or crossover copper cables, fiberoptic cables, DCE or DTE serial cables,
or crossover console cables, Packet Tracer provides plenty of options for connecting entrylevel
network devices. As a result, you should be aware of the differences between ethernet and serial
physical mediums. Packet Tracer provides the necessary practical experience with configuring and
troubleshooting environments with both connection types. Packet Tracer offers different methods to
connect and configure devices. Most of the time, you’ll probably leftclick on each device in the
simulator and configure it through the CLI tab. However, you can also simulate how network
engineers would provision devices in the real world. You can accomplish this by connecting a
computer to each device via console cable and then configuring the network device through the PC’s
terminal. You can even use this to configure remote management of the network device through
Telnet or SSH, then connect the PC to a management network and configure each device remotely.
You get to make rules regarding how “realistic” you would like your labbing session to be. This
network activity is visible in realtime through the flashing connection lights between devices,
indicating that data was sent or received on a link. It can be difficult to visualize how the packet
flows through a large network. Simulation Mode allows you to walk through the path of a packet
stepbystep. You can observe attributes of the packet change and see the forwarding decision that
each intermediary network device makes on the packet. With Simulation Mode you can quickly
compare what’s happening on the network device’s CLI with what visually happens to the packet as
it traverses their simulated network. As mentioned previously, you will more than likely configure,
verify, and troubleshoot technologies on network devices through the CLI tab — which is very
similar to a traditional PuTTY terminal.

In fact, the CLI terminal provided by Packet Tracer uses many of the same traditional terminal
keyboard shortcuts. If the user is in global configuration mode, return the user to global EXEC



mode. Functionally identical to the keyboard’s right arrow key, but more convenient because it
requires less hand movement. Functionally identical to the keyboard’s left arrow key, but more
convenient because it requires less hand movement. Functionally identical to the keyboard’s up
arrow key, but more convenient because it requires less hand movement. Functionally identical to
the keyboard’s down arrow key, but more convenient because it requires less hand movement. When
you master keyboard shortcuts within Packet Tracer, you are simultaneously mastering keyboard
shortcuts for the real Cisco IOS command line. Furthermore, many of these keyboard shortcuts are
applicable to other CLIbased applications, including Linux devices. Because the keyboard shortcuts
work in both environments, your transition from Packet Tracer to real networking devices will be
seamless. With most terminal applications, highlighting text with the mouse automatically copies
that text to the system clipboard. Once it’s copied, you can paste the contents of the system
clipboard into the terminal with a rightclick. Unfortunately, Packet Tracer does not support this
functionally. Alternatively, a “Copy” and “Paste” button are provided in the lower right corner of the
terminal window. Students who have taken NetAcad courses may be familiar with the Packet Tracer
lab exercises provided throughout the coursework. These exercises include formal instructions that
appear when the lab is executed, as well as a builtin grading system that lets you know whether all
of the tasks within the lab have been completed. Packet Tracer also allows you to create these types
of labs through the Activity Wizard feature, complete with formal instructions and grading system.

Labs may include HTML instructions with images similar to lab instructions provided by NetAcad,
variables that slightly randomize the nature of the lab, and custom JavaScript. Furthermore, the
Activity Wizard allows for the definition of an “Answer Network” used to grade your work. The
Answer Network is comprised of a number of different tests, including required configuration
parameters on network devices and successful connectivity between end hosts. When you create a
custom exercise, you must save the activity as a file and distribute this file to all interested parties.
The lack of a centralized distribution method results in some challenges. For example, if you or
someone needs to update the exercise to fix a bug, correct lab instructions, or add additional
content, you’ll need to redistribute updated version of the exercise file. A Packet Tracer file created
with version 7.2.1 is not compatible with prior versions of Packet Tracer although the latest version
of Packet Tracer is fully backwardscompatible. Ideally, these challenges would be resolved with an
inapplication “marketplace” of lab exercises similar to what Boson’s NetSim offers. With this
solution, authors could publish exercises directly to NetAcad that could then be downloaded by
others from within Packet Tracer instead of downloading and opening a separate file. This also
opens up the possibility for friendly competition amongst lab exercise authors through the simple
implementation of a rating system, allowing highquality lab exercises to rise to the top. Packet
Tracer’s bugs tend to be more prominent than other simulators or emulators, perhaps due to its
popularity and widespread use through Cisco’s NetAcad courses. A quick Google search shows users
repeatedly report odd bugs where the configuration of a device is correct, but the behavior of the
device is unexpected.

These bugs are typically fixed by saving the simulation file, then reloading Packet Tracer, after
which the device is behaving as expected. This is a problem because you may spend precious time
troubleshooting rather than labbing. You can inadvertently develop a habit of “saving and reloading”
as a valid troubleshooting methodology, which can carry over into production environments and be
impactful to business networks. For some, a sandbox is seen as an invitation to experiment and learn
on their own. For others, a blank sandbox can be overwhelming. The lack of builtin labs may be
intimidating for learners who need more structure to get started with labbing. Cisco offers a number
of excellent lab exercises in Packet Tracer, but they are locked behind Cisco’s NetAcad courses,
which are offered by educational institutes such as community colleges and IT training schools.
These courses are typically offered both online and onpremises to accommodate a variety of learning
styles, but the cost of these courses may prohibitive for anyone on a tight budget. For free software,



it offers a featurerich sandbox environment for experimenting with a large number of network
device types, platforms, and connections. Furthermore, Packet Tracer’s simulation of Cisco’s IOS
software exhibits the closest behavior to actual network devices, and its builtin terminal client is
very similar to the real thing. To alleviate this, the software allows for the creation of custom labs,
but the filebased distribution of these labs presents its own challenges. Despite the software’s
maturity, Packet Tracer has issues with labbreaking bugs that cause simulated network devices to
behave in unexpected ways. While utilizing Packet Tracer to lab exam topics for other Cisco
certification exams is possible, Packet Tracer should not be considered a primary tool for doing so.
Boson’s licensing model is cumulative just like Cisco certification levels.

Each Boson license maps specifically to a Cisco certification exam, and includes the labs for the
preceding exams, too. If you find structure important, this is really convenient. Each lab comes with
detailed instructions regarding what needs to be configured and verified within the related network
topology. Furthermore, most labs ask insightful questions about the output of commands observed in
the CLI of the networking device, which helps reinforce understanding about what is being
configured and why it needs to be configured. However, where Boson NetSim differentiates itself
from Packet Tracer is the ability to track completion of labs from within the application. This feature
allows you to view your completed labs, attempted labs, and unattempted labs at a glance. However,
the focus of this article is reviewing the Packet Tracer software itself, not the NetAcad courseware.
Boson’s software revolves around purchased lab activities in addition to a sandbox. This is a feature
and advantage that NetSim holds over Packet Tracer, which requires your to either get creative or
source labs from NetAcad. There is no need to download labs through individual files and import
them into NetSim — all labs are downloaded, completed, and graded from within the application
itself. This lets you focus your time on labbing exam topics rather than downloading files and setting
up the lab. If you create a network topology that you’d like to share with the world, you can easily
upload the topology to the NetSim Community. Conversely, you can browse other people’s uploaded
topologies and download them from within the application. As previously mentioned, there is no
need to download a separate topology file and import it as is done with Packet Tracer. Copy and
paste is very realistic in NetSim. In a real terminal, highlighted text is automatically copied to the
system clipboard. You paste with a rightclick. NetSim’s terminal mimics this function.


